
PLANTAR FASCIITIS Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm, SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 2.5cm

DISCLAIMER
The instructions we provide here and on our website are for illustrative purposes only. They are not meant to replace professional medical advice. If you are su�ering from a medical problem you should immediately contact your physician. Muscular and skeletal 
problems are often indicative of serious health issues and you should seek treatment from your doctor or therapist. Cancer paitents should not use SPORTTAPE and do not use on the abdomen if pregnant. Warranties and remedies are limited to replacement cost. 

FOR MORE TAPING GUIDES VISIT WWW.SPORTTAPE.CO.UK 

ANKLE STABILITY Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm and/or SPORTTAPE Zinc Tan 3.8cm

FULL KNEE SUPPORT

 

Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm

PATELLA FEMORAL

  

Requires: Fixing Tape, SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide Tan 3.8cm

LIFTING BLOCKS Requires: SPORTTAPE EAB 5.0cm, Lifting Block, Sock Tape

LOWER BODY TAPING GUIDE

Traditional tapes help to prevent painful movements by 
restricting the amount that an area can move or by providing 
compression and stability to areas that are put under stress 
during sport. To help you get the maximum benefits from your 
tapes, we've created this simple application guide.

SPORTTAPE traditional tapes are designed for the demands of 
sport. All of our tapes are latex free and all of our glues are 
extra sticky. Plus wherever possible they are hand-tearable, 
meaning the time taken to tape-up is reduced allowing you to 
get in the game much faster.

 

  

Create an anchor 
around the ball of 
the foot using Zinc 
Oxide 3.8cm, 
starting from the 
inside.

1.  
Wrap Zinc Oxide 
2.5cm around the 
heel from inside 
to out with 
tension on the 
tape.

2. Repeat 2-3 times 
and then 
re-anchor around 
the ball of foot.

3.

Anchor at mid calf 
and then stirrup under 
the foot from outside 
to inside leg. Repeat 
2 or 3 times.

1.

Lay fixing tape 
from the centre 
to outside of 
knee.

1.

Attach the Zinc 
Oxide Tan tape to 
the centre of the 
knee, overlapping 
the fixing tape.

2.

Apply a lateral pull
on the tape to 
realign the patella to 
the correct angle.

3.

Lay anchors at upper 
calf and lower quad.

1.

Attach Zinc Oxide 
tape underneath 
and above the 
knee.

2.
Repeat on other 
side of knee and 
then re-lay the 
anchors.

3.

Anchor with EAB just 
above the knee.

1. Hold the lifting block in place 
and wrap securely with EAB.

2. Anchor again 
with sock 
tape if 
needed.

3.

Repeat the lock if 
needed and re-anchor 
at mid-calf.

3.

Start the ankle lock 
over the shin and then 
wrap under the foot.

2.

Features

Check out our
application videos at
www.sporttape.co.uk

Reinforced Support

Strong Adhesion

Latex Free

Multi-Functional

Breathable

Hand Tearable



GRIP TAPING Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 1.25cm, SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm

AC JOINT Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm

DISCLAIMER
The instructions we provide here and on our website are for illustrative purposes only. They are not meant to replace professional medical advice. If you are su�ering from a medical problem you should immediately contact your physician. Muscular and skeletal 
problems are often indicative of serious health issues and you should seek treatment from your doctor or therapist. Cancer paitents should not use SPORTTAPE and do not use on the abdomen if pregnant. Warranties and remedies are limited to replacement cost. 

FOR MORE TAPING GUIDES VISIT WWW.SPORTTAPE.CO.UK 

UPPER BODY TAPING GUIDE

Features

Check out our
application videos at
www.sporttape.co.uk

ELBOW MCL

  

2.

Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 3.8cm

THUMB SPICA Requires: SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide 2.5cm

EAR TAPING Requires: SPORTTAPE EAB/Cohesive 5.0cm, SPORTTAPE Zinc Oxide Tan 3.8cm

Traditional tapes help to prevent painful movements by 
restricting the amount that an area can move or by providing 
compression and stability to areas that are put under stress 
during sport. To help you get the maximum benefits from your 
tapes, we've created this simple application guide.

SPORTTAPE traditional tapes are designed for the demands of 
sport. All of our tapes are latex free and all of our glues are 
extra sticky. Plus wherever possible they are hand-tearable, 
meaning the time taken to tape-up is reduced allowing you to 
get in the game much faster.

  

1. 2. 3.

 

  

Create an anchor 3 
inches above and 
below the elbow 
joint line.

1. Repeat 2-3 times 
crossing the tapes 
over the joint line 
and then re-anchor.

3.

 

Lay the first strip 
from upper to 
lower anchor over 
the joint line.

2.

Repeat from the 
exterior. Add 2 or 3 
strips in both 
directions and 
re-anchor.

3.

2.Lay down the anchor 
around the wrist.

1. Anchor again above 
and below the thumb.

3.2. Lay a strip from the 
front of the wrist and 
around the thumb from 
outside to inside.

Wrap the head 3-4 times, 
being sure to cover the ears 
and stay above the eyebrows. 

2.1. Use EAB or Cohesive 
to wrap and compress 
the ears.

Lay the anchor of 
Zinc Oxide 
1.25cm around 
the finger.

1.

2. Lay the strip of 
Zinc Oxide 3.8cm 
from the anchor to 
the wrist.

Repeat if needed 
and anchor securely 
at the wrist.

3.

Lay the first strip 
from the interior 
lower anchor 
coming over the 
AC joint to the 
upper anchor.

2.

Anchor across the 
top of shoulder and 
just above the elbow.

1.

Hand Tearable

Reinforced Support

Strong Adhesion

Latex Free

Multi-Functional

Breathable


